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Narration in TV Courtroom Dramas: Analysis of Narrative Forms and Their Popularizing Function

Récit narratif et séries télévisuelles juridiques : analyse des formes narratives et de leur fonction de vulgarisation

Adriano Laudisio

Introduction

1 Narration has always attracted researchers and scholars committed to linguistics—see among others, Propp ([1928] 1958), Todorov ([1971] 1977), Genette (1972), Labov (1972, 1977), Bruner (1991), Altman (2008). Considered one of the innate forms of human expression, it has been investigated most obviously in literature, but also as a form of communication of knowledge and information. It is through storytelling, in fact, that knowledge, thoughts and beliefs have been transmitted from generation to generation throughout history. Narration is also traditionally associated with all forms of entertainment, stories being told for the pleasure of listeners, readers or viewers.

2 The fields of human activity pervaded by narration include legal discourse, where it plays a central role in the reconstruction of facts and judging their conformity to law. According to Altman, “stories constitute the bulk of sacred texts; they are the major vehicle of personal memory; and they are a mainstay of law, entertainment, and history.” (2008: 1) Moreover, despite the variation of genres, narrations are created around a number of fixed elements such as a beginning, a middle and an end and one or more protagonists passing through a series of connected events leading to a final happiness or misfortune.

3 The unprecedented evolution of the media and the explosion of new forms of entertainment experienced in the recent years have led to an impressive production of novel forms of narration. Audiovisual products for cinema and TV fall within this
category and currently represent, alongside traditional literature, the most important
center for the production of narration. Among these, the different genres of FASP (*fiction à Substrat Professionnel*) present the particularity of mixing specialized discourse and
fictional narration. In particular, law-related fiction has established itself as the most
popular form of multimedia FASP and the most popular professional branch, in terms of
both volume and variety (Isani & Chapon, 2015: 109).

The concept of FASP was originally introduced by Petit’s (1999: 27-33) seminal work,
which describes the genre as presenting the following basic constitutive elements:

1. “la caractéristique générale de raconter une histoire dont le lecteur a envie de connaître le
dénouement (...). La qualité première d'un auteur est donc sa capacité à raconter une
histoire; (...) le suspense en constitue un élément essentiel”; ¹

2. “Il résulte de ce qui a été dit de la profession du personnage principal et du point de départ
de l'histoire que l'intrigue est, dans la FASP, essentiellement de nature endogène: elle se
forme à l'intérieur du réel professionnel qui l'engendre”. ²

The last element refers to the specific professional or disciplinary environment which is
central to the narration as it is part and parcel of the characters’ fictional lives. More
specifically, it can be said that the plot, the characters and the source of literary
inspiration are defined by and dependent on a specialized professional environment (substrat professionnel; Petit, 1999; Isani, 2004, 2006a, 2006b).

The telling of a suspense story, one of the central points in FASP and thus in legal drama,
can take place in different ways. In fact, one of the criteria used to distinguish media
genres is their narrative structure, i.e. the similarity in plots, situations, sequences,
episodes, conflicts and resolutions (Chandler, 2000: 13). More specifically, on the basis of
their narrative structure and plot continuity, three principal legal TV FASP sub-genres
can be distinguished:

1) Serials: a single plot is narrated along a linear chronological development, and there is
content continuity throughout the segments which compose them;

2) Series: episodes are generally not sequential to each other and feature the same
narrative structure without radical changes in the characters (“circular” or “reiterative”
development of the plot);

3) Serialized series: each episode features its own narrative thread which finds its
conclusion within the episode (“vertical plot” or “anthology”); the episodes are
nevertheless connected to each other by a narrative thread which creates plot continuity
(“horizontal” or “running plot”) as is the case of *Suits* and *The Good Wife* (Bernardelli,

Within each episode, legal dramas often embed ‘narrations within the narration’,
represented by the scenes in which the characters tell stories which are not presented to
the audience as a series of images but through what the characters say, which thus
becomes fundamental to the development of the plot (e.g. witness examinations and
depositions).

In legal FASP television drama the professional background is represented by the fictional
courtrooms and law firms in which the characters interact. The protagonists of the legal
dramas under analysis here are lawyers, who are shown in “all the places they work and
going about all their possible activities”, while “they plead in courts, […] meet clients,
listen to and advise them, negotiate with other parties, do research in case law and
prepare arguments” (Villez, 2005: 34-35). In general, the main characters face a series of
extraordinary situations, placing their lives or personal safety in danger. They are given a case and their work is defined around investigating it. The reader is thus brought into the characters’ professional environment (Petit, 1999: 30). It is important to bear in mind, however, that what distinguishes legal drama from reality shows or documentaries is the fictional element concerning lawyers’ private lives, especially when these are linked to professional stakes.

The appeal to the audience is central to determining the success of a series. In fact, in contrast to specialized and professional genres which are defined by the discourse communities which use them (Swales, 1990, Bhatia, 2004), media genres are not so much defined as specialized and professional genres by their producers as they are by their receivers: they are created in order to satisfy the audience, who have expectations about the genres and draw pleasure from recognizing known elements in what they see, while at the same time, expecting novel elements to surprise and entertain them. When such criteria are met, media genres become successful and establish themselves as independent genres. Therefore, they are not determined a priori or on a theoretical basis, but tend rather to be gradually established on a historical basis, being a “transformation of one or several old genres” (Todorov & Berrong, 1976: 102, in Neale, 1990: 51) and are characterized by dynamism and volatility (Akass & McCabe, 2007).

1. Theoretical framework

1.1 Collection and analysis of the corpus

This paper aims to reach two main purposes: first, to describe the forms narration can take in legal drama by underlining its centrality to plot development and in the reproduction of courtroom genres; second, to demonstrate the additional function of popularization of specialized contents and terminology served by it.

To this purpose, the transcripts of three TV series, The Good Wife (seasons 1 to 4, aired from 2009 to 2013 on CBS), Boston Legal (seasons 1 and 2, broadcast by ABC from 2004 to 2008) and Suits (seasons 1 and 2, broadcast by USA Network from 2011 to 2013), were downloaded from the website OpenSubtitles.org. A corpus of legal-specific scenes was then collected according to the following criteria:

— scenes set in a courtroom;
— scenes set in a law firm;
— scenes in which lawyers interact with peers, judges, law enforcement officers and clients;
— other scenes in which legal topics are discussed.

Scenes staging the private lives of the fictional characters and not concerned with the exercise of a legal profession were excluded from this analysis. Starting from the data collected, four sub-corpora were established for some of the main phases of trials and the most common forms of interaction between legal professionals and laypeople:

1) opening statements,
2) closing arguments,
3) witness examinations/depositions and
4) other lawyer-client interactions.
In fact, seen in the perspective of ESP studies, legal drama is an example of “genre embedding”, the form of hybridization in which a “particular generic form, it may be a poem, a story or an article [is] used as a template to give expression to another conventionally distinct generic form” (Bhatia, 1997: 191). Different genres, ranging from phases of the trial (preliminary hearings, opening statements, closing arguments, witness examinations, verdicts) to interactions between lawyers outside the courtroom or between lawyers and clients, are borrowed from the legal profession itself and are embedded in each episode (Laudisio, 2016a), or, as expressed by Bhatia (2004), “text-internal” and “text-external” resources of these specialized genres are “appropriated” and reproduced within a fictional frame to give birth to the plots narrated in legal FASP television series. Such appropriation is not limited to the lexico-grammatical level (e.g. use of legal terminology), but extended to the macro-levels of text structure and pragmatics. For instance, realistic representations of trials imply the reconstruction of the textual structures of the trial phase represented, which, as shown later, often include moments of narration. Of course, the narrations identified in legal drama are influenced by the ‘persuasive’ factor (since they often tell a certain version of facts in order to convince a jury or a judge) and by the ‘fictional’ factor, since they are not real and spontaneous reconstructions of facts but artificial scripts within an entertainment framework. It goes without saying that such reproductions of trials, created in a fictional context, may not be entirely representative of reality. For example, examinations in which witnesses are left free to speak or lawyers pose leading questions would probably be interrupted by the opposing party’s objections.

The discursive features of the selected scenes were thus analyzed from two main perspectives, the first aiming to highlight the possible structures and shapes that narration takes within the general narrative frame of the TV series, and the second focusing on the “popularizing” function that narration can serve in legal drama.

1.2 Overview of narration in legal discourse

As mentioned, contrary to what may be commonly thought, law does not exclusively rely on abstract norms and logical reasoning, but also on narration. In the case of trials, for example, contextualization is essential to the reconstruction of facts. The stories narrated by lawyers attempt to organize events in a meaningful and plausible manner and as such is a universal feature of courtroom interaction. In fact, narratives are constructed all along the trial through the turn-taking sequences associated with courtroom interaction (Cammiss, 2006: 12-13). Others even consider that the “narrative glue” can be decisive in phases like the weighing of evidence (Brooks, 2005: 417). The whole trial is said to be a “contest of narratives” (Olson, 2014: 2) where a narrative and a “counter-narrative” (Cammiss, 2006: 11) constructed by the opposing lawyers are presented as two different versions of facts and the most convincing story wins over the other. The opposing narratives are given shape by lawyers who reproduce and present them to the judge or jury in an expressly constructed form which focuses on legally relevant details, in the awareness that the opposing lawyers will construct a counter-narrative with the aim to have their own version accepted by the court (Cammiss, 2006: 1-2). The acceptability of one narrative over another, moreover, is culturally based and influenced by “views about proper behavior, reasonable choices of action, and preconceptions about what is or is not acceptable” (Brooks, 2005: 419).
A number of stylistic features specific to legal narration have been observed as pointed out by Cammiss (2006: 13), such as “flattening” (omitting irrelevant details), “sharpening” (exaggerating and emphasizing important points) and “rationalizing” (polishing other features of the narratives so as to remove unsuitable material). These features obviously cause narrative (re)productions in court to be partial and even to fail to reflect what actually occurred.

The following sections will show that the fictional narratives identified in legal drama tend to reflect the general structures and forms they show in real courtroom genres, such as opening statements, closing arguments and witness examinations, using narration in the same way as it is used in real courtrooms, i.e. with a persuasive function, as well as exploiting it as a means to popularize legal-specific contents and terminology to the audience.

1.3 Popularization of legal discourse in FASP

In this study, “popularization” is meant as

a vast class of various types of communicative events or genres that involve the transformation of specialized knowledge into “everyday” or “lay” knowledge, as well as recontextualization of scientific discourse, for instance, in the realms of the public discourse of the mass media or other institutions (Calsamiglia & van Dijk, 2004: 370-371).

Popularization is thus based on a reformulation of specialized discourse so as to enable non-specialized readers to construct lay versions of specialized knowledge and integrate them into their existing knowledge. Moreover, in contexts such as the mass media, a recontextualization of scientific knowledge and discourse is required that differs from the specialized contexts where knowledge is produced.4

Many studies have focused on the popularization of specialized discourse and its recontextualization in different semi-professional, semi-specialized or lay contexts: Calsamiglia and van Dijk (2004) describe the strategies used to popularize new scientific discoveries about the human genome in a corpus of newspaper articles; Güllich (2003) analyzes the transcripts of oral conversations between doctors and patients and identifies different elements and types of reformulations and scenarios; similarly, Ciapuscio (2003) looks at oral interviews between scientists and specialized journalists and identifies, among others, popularization strategies like metaphors, exemplifications, concretizations, scenarios and reformulations. All these strategies are included in the studies by Garzone (2006, 2012) in which journal articles and the relation between news production and scientific knowledge are investigated and strategies like denomination and definition are described and exemplified in detail. Bamford (2012: 37) also identifies other linguistic strategies exploited in popularizing texts, such as selection, simplification, condensation, elaboration, re-arrangement, substitution, addition and deletion. With regard to legal drama corpora, analysis has led to the identification of similar strategies, with the addition of a number of genre-specific popularization devices, thus demonstrating the instrumental role played by legal drama in the popularization of technical knowledge to the non-expert audience (Laudisio, 2015, 2016a, 2016b)5. Narration, for instance, which represents some of the courtroom genres reproduced in legal drama, is employed as a means to catalyze the popularization of legal-specific
concepts and terminology for the non-expert audience by means of shifts from narrative to definition in technical/specialized terms.

24 The co-existence of narration and abstraction in legal discourse is highlighted by Heffer (2005: 52), who distinguishes between “narrative” and “paradigmatic” mode in interactions between experts and non-experts (legal-lay discourse):

[Legal-lay discourse] involves a complex dialogic play between two broad ways of making sense of the world: one based on the subjective reconstruction of personal experience [narrative mode]; the other on detached analysis following logical principles [paradigmatic mode]. (My emphases)

25 The narrative mode is typical of reasoning based on “folk psychology” (Bruner, 1990: 35), which includes knowledge of the world and of life and what is generally also called “common sense”.

26 The paradigmatic mode (or logico-scientific mode) stems from the possibility of writing and “fixing” in time what originally could only be narrated and referred to experience, in order to view contents in a timeless logic and within universal rules and principles. The narrative mode involves therefore a contextualization of the concepts, objects or facts described, while the paradigmatic mode operates a de-contextualization and explains concepts, objects and facts in terms of universal categories and principles.

Table 1. – Key strategies in the narrative and paradigmatic modes of reasoning (Adapted from Heffer, 2005: 23)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NARRATIVE MODE</th>
<th>PARADIGMATIC MODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(context-dependence)</td>
<td>(de-contextualization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actional Strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on the dynamics of the events</td>
<td>Focus on categories deriving from events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on human or human-like agency</td>
<td>Ignore agents, or classify them as categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situate events in time and place</td>
<td>Abstract events from time and place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence temporally</td>
<td>Sequence logically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intersubjective Strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to read into internal consciousness of others</td>
<td>Deny what is not publicly tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on subjectivity (intention, belief)</td>
<td>Focus on objectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show dialogic potential</td>
<td>Aim towards monologic view of truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal to shared experience</td>
<td>Formulate and test hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normative Strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow constraints set by cultural canons</td>
<td>Follow constraints set by logical or legal canons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal to folk-psychology scripts and stories</td>
<td>Appeal to definition and logical deduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on epistemic probability (likely to ...)</td>
<td>Focus on epistemic possibility and necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base validity on verisimilitude (lifelikeness)</td>
<td>Base validity on veracity (truth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluative Strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensify the actional or intersubjective</td>
<td>Demonstrate logical or empirical truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare action and intersubjective with canonical</td>
<td>Compare demonstrable instance with definition of class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use direct speech of narrative agents</td>
<td>Appeal to authority (e.g. through citation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment subjectively on narrative events</td>
<td>Comment objectively on analytical results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interplay between the narrative and the paradigmatic mode is important to understand the popularizing function of narration in legal drama as a means of explaining technical terms and abstract concepts through concrete examples. It clarifies the stance taken by the producer of the narration and brings to the fore the alternation between “technical” and “popular” which, as can be seen in the last section of this paper, characterizes legal drama.

### 1.4 Constitutive elements of narration

The text structure of fictional trial reproductions in the corpus is analyzed on the basis of the “evaluation” model elaborated by Labov (1977), a methodological framework according to which the themes and structure of narration, in general and in the courtroom context, have been examined in several studies (among which Heffer, 2005). According to this model, a “complete” narration is made of six elements, generally in the sequence listed in the table below:

| Table 2. - Labov’s (1977) elements of narration  
(Adapted from Cammiss, 2006: 20-30) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Abstract</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Orientation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complication

Answering the question “what happened then?”, the complication is the main body of a narrative and its only essential feature, although it can consist of only a short string of narrative clauses. It includes the narrative clauses that (re)produce past experiences and describe the events central to the narrative.

Evaluation

This informs the audience of the reason why the narrator is telling the story by answering the question “so what?” and can include the narrator’s subjective observations.

Result

This section may precede or follow the evaluation and informs the audience of what finally happened to the central characters in the story; it is intended as an answer to the question “what finally happened?”. When it follows the evaluation, it concludes the story by stating what finally happened and connects it to the meaning of the narrative through the evaluative clauses.

In trial hearings, however, the result frequently precedes the evaluation, since the result clauses often contain information which allow for evaluation of the events.

Coda

The coda bridges the gap between the moment of time at the end of the narrative and the present: it informs the audience that the narrative is at an end. As opposed to the abstract, the coda operates so as to notify the audience that the story has ended and the usual turn-taking conventions are reinstated. It can sometimes be represented by a recommendation at the end of the story.

Not all these phases are necessarily required: a narration may also be formed by only two narrative clauses and be equally effective. In particular, in the mode of trial hearings, the elements identified in Labov’s model are not all present because institutional conventions determine the order and selection of speakers. Judges, for example, usually make an explicit request for the lawyers’ statements and lawyers do not need to introduce their speech by means of an “abstract”.

The forms of narration chosen depend on the specific phase of the trial and can largely differ from one another. Cammiss (2006: 30-41) operates a distinction among three main forms of trial narration:

1) **full or complete** narrative: the narrator speaks freely and continuously in such a way that the narration is a clearly distinguishable textual unit where Labov’s phases are identifiable;
2) **truncated or brief** narratives: the narrator is interrupted, omits some narrative sections or reduces the narration to the minimum essential, losing the detail of full narrative;
3) **no narrative**: cases in which prosecutors do not deliver a narrative as it is commonly understood, in other words without a sequence of narrative clauses but by means of other elements.

A similar distinction is proposed in Heffer’s (2005: 97-102) study, in which narrations in a corpus of transcripts of witness examinations are analyzed and classified as follows:

1) **free** narrative: where the witness answers an open question and narrates freely, usually embedding all Labov’s phases. These are almost absent in the corpus;
2) **extended** narrative: witness turns of more than 100 words in length which contain at
least two temporally-connected narrative tense verbs. These amounted to 0.1-0.9% of the cases under analysis;
3) the "show and tell" mode: a kind of hybrid narrative in which the lawyer is divided between showing (speaking to the jury through witnesses) and telling (speaking to them more directly).

The choice of the narrative form depends on factors like the lawyer’s personal style, speaking time allotted according to trial and courtroom conventions and, of course, the type of offence involved. For example, the most truncated narratives are delivered for the simplest cases dealing with the most common offences, in which the judge is in possession of a sufficient “stock of knowledge” and does not find it necessary to list any more details; on the other hand, in more complex cases where the opposing parties report different versions of the facts, a more complete narrative is both expected by the judge/jury and exploited by the prosecutors.

The following sections of this study will examine the occurrence of the different forms of narrative proposed above within the different fictional reproductions of courtroom sub-genres present in the corpus.

2. Data Analysis: Full narrative in legal FASP television series

2.1 Full narrative in deposition

As indicated above, full narratives are not frequent in court hearings, especially during witness examinations (Heffer, 2005). However, some examples can be found in legal drama, where the fictional nature of the genre contributes to the higher presence of more traditional narrative structures supposedly to help the audience follow the plot. The following scene, for instance, is a deposition taken from the legal FASP television series Suits, in which the witness Monica Eton (herself a lawyer) is left free to tell the story during a recorded deposition taken at the company where she used to work. The reason for this is that her lawyer, ex-boss and ex-lover Daniel Haltman, aims to reconstruct in her favor the situation which led to her firing:

Table 3. - Full narrative in fictional deposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition</th>
<th>Labov’s phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q: Harassed? By who?</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: I was being harassed by Louis Litt. (…)</td>
<td>Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He asked me out repeatedly, after I rebuffed him again and again.</td>
<td>Complication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He would stare at me, wait at the elevator outside my office, the diner,</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>everywhere. He was partner, and I had to say ‘no’ to him.</td>
<td>Orientation + Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And it made me feel disgusting every single day.</td>
<td>Lawyer’s full narration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q: Will people corroborate your account?</td>
<td>Coda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: It was common knowledge within the firm. (…)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q: Monica, I have one more question for you. To whom did Jessica tell you</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to hand in your resignation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Louis Litt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q: So in conclusion, you were being sexually harassed, it was well-known.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Pearson dismissed you, and you were actually told to hand in your</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resignation to the very man who did the harassing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Yes. That statement is entirely true. (Suits 2x14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Seen in Labov’s (1977) perspective, the lawyer’s question in line 1 can be considered the “abstract” of the narration, since it triggers the narration and signals its beginning to those listening. The answer given by the witness (line 2) serves as a conjunction between the abstract and the actual orientation, describing the general background in which the narration is set and thus signalling its beginning. Lines 3-4 mark the actual beginning of the narration, presenting locations (the elevator outside my office, the diner, everywhere), characters (Louis Litt and the witness herself), and especially their actions. The complication follows when the witness says what happened when, after being courted for a while, she had to say no to him (line 5). Some orientation elements are added to the narration as a consequence of the lawyer’s questions, as in lines 7-8, where the witness adds new characters to the narration (all their colleagues in the firm) and presents the condition of harassment as being of common knowledge. The result of the narration is provided as an answer to the lawyer’s question (lines 9-10). Elements of personal evaluation are embedded in various points along the narration, like in line 6, just after the complication, where the witness explains the reasons leading to her actions, and in the lawyer’s question in line 9, where the rationale of the narration and the link to the harassment cause can eventually be deduced.

However, a full narration can also be traced in the lawyer’s final question (lines 11-13) which contains a sequence of clauses made up of more than two narrative verbs (the minimum for a narration according to Cammiss, 2006: 20), in which we can distinguish an incipit which signals the beginning of the narration acting as an abstract (So, in conclusion), two orientation clauses (you were being sexually harassed; it was well-known), a complication (Jessica Pearson dismissed you) and a result (you were actually told to hand in your resignation…). The coda of the whole narration is represented by line 14, where the witness confirms the lawyer’s reconstruction of the facts and the examination is interrupted.

It is therefore possible to construct a fully-fledged narration in the context of a fictional witness examination, both as a cooperative reconstruction enacted by the lawyer and the witness in the question-answer exchange, and as a short (but effective) narration given by the lawyer alone. In both cases, although much space is left to a reconstruction of facts which is instrumental to the development of the plot and of the whole episode, the main discursive features of depositions are successfully reproduced.

2.2 Full narrative in opening statements and closing arguments

The analysis of the corpus brings to the fore that full narratives are more frequent in other phases of the trial, namely the monologic sequences specific to lawyers: almost all the opening statements and the closing arguments in the corpus contained narrative elements, including a number of fully-fledged ones, as can be seen below:
Table 4. - Full narrative in opening statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opening statement</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 She came home that evening at 9:30, catching an early flight to surprise her husband... and it was more than she could bear.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Susan May discovered her husband, Ralph, making love to a business associate Marie Holcomb...</td>
<td>Complication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 The evidence will show that the defendant, retrieved a handgun from the kitchen, returned to the bedroom and fired six shots: three into her husband, three into Marie Holcomb.</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An opening statement is a monologic oral address delivered by the lawyer to the jurors. Although its official function is to introduce the jury to the facts and the people involved in the case and thus provide an explicative and descriptive overview of the evidence which will follow, it has been defined as a form of “persuasive monologue” (Chaemsaithong, 2014: 757) for the possibility it offers to both parties to construct and provide their own versions of the facts. Although there are some constraints regarding the form of opening statements—they cannot contain personal opinions or references to inadmissible evidence, for example—it has been demonstrated that they can significantly influence the outcome of a trial (Lindquist, 1982, quoted in Cotterill, 2003: 65), or at least contribute to creating a “framework through which jurors filter the subsequent presentation of evidence” (Spiecker & Worthington, 2003: 437). Because of their persuasive function, which is fulfilled alongside the expository/informative one, opening statements often resort to a carefully structured narrative, generally consisting of five (non-mandatory) rhetorical moves:

1) introductory remarks;
2) introduction of witnesses, places, instrumentalities involved;
3) identification of major issues or contentions;
4) telling the story;
5) conclusion and request of a verdict.

The five steps identified by Tanford (2002: 162) largely correspond to Labov’s (1977) elements of narration. As Table 4 above shows, the entire opening statement can, in fact, be a narration. The characters and the setting are introduced directly (see lines 1-2), without an abstract, since the sequential order of trial phases is enough to announce the beginning of a narrative moment. The rationale of the narration (evaluation), which reveals the narrator’s personal stance, is given immediately after, thus raising curiosity (But it was the defendant who was surprised, line 2). The complication follows, with the crucial event causing the criminal behavior (lines 3-4), while the results correspond to the version of the facts proposed by the lawyer (lines 5-7). These lines also implicitly act as a coda, since they signal the end of the narration by making reference to the evidentiary phase which will follow (The evidence will show that..., line 5).
Like opening statements, closing arguments are a monologic genre delivered by the lawyer, but unlike opening statements, they overtly serve a persuasive function. As they are the last phase before the instructions to the jury, they can serve the function of deconstructing the opposing version of events:

The advocate can point out the incoherence and implausibility of the competing account and the opponent’s failure to keep his or her premise to present adequate evidence to support the story told in the opening statement (Burns, 2009: 25-26).

According to studies conducted by Aron et al. (1996, in Anesa 2011: 173), the phases identified in closing arguments do not necessarily include a narration, but focus more on what the jury should bear in mind in order to reach a fair verdict:

1) Introduction, in which the crucial issues are emphasized;
2) Development of the argument, including a review of relevant evidence;
3) Discussion of the legal principles related to the case;
4) Conclusion, which guides the jury towards a favorable verdict.

The example in Table 5, in fact, shows that the narrative mode can adapt to closing arguments, but the numerous evaluative elements contained give the narration a more personal tone. Evaluation is first expressed in line 5, when the rhetorical question posed by the lawyer (All for what? Frivolity?) acts on the meta-discursive level and explains the reasons why the facts narrated in the orientation are directly related and have resulted in the case being discussed. The events are arranged in chronological order in the complication (lines 6-8), which is followed by other evaluative elements: the lawyer comments on the characters’ behavior by means of a hypothetical construction emphasizing the opposing party’s wrongful behavior; he explains the reasons for which his client is suing his doctor and acts on the jurors’ conscience as a persuasive device. The opposing party is also criticized in the last lines of the speech, where the use of emotional language replete with metaphors and rhetorical devices brings the narration to its conclusion.

From the analysis of these excerpts it is clear that the fictional closing arguments and opening statements reproduced in legal drama after the model of ‘real’ trials largely rely upon elements of narration. However, such elements of narration alternate with elements of persuasion which reveal the argumentative nature of the narrations. Moreover, narration is molded according to the conventional form and structure of the courtroom.
shaped by institutional/professional norms. They are therefore hybrid narrations, adapted to context and purpose.

2.3 Truncated narrative: through/despite a witness

More predictably, witness examinations generally lead to truncated narratives, since witnesses’ narratives are strictly controlled by the questions of the trial lawyer (Cammiss, 2006: 41). Likewise, since witnesses’ answers must be relevant to the question posed by the lawyer, they can rarely expand into full narrations, especially in cross-examinations. The reconstruction of the story, therefore, takes place in a series of exchanges between the interlocutors and not by means of a sequence of temporal clauses pronounced by one speaker, as illustrated in the two examples below:

Table 6. - Truncated narrative in witness examination (constructing stories through the witness)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What time did you call for the limo on the morning of the accident?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Uh, we were supposed to leave at 8:30.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. And what time did you get to work?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 8:40.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. So unless Mr. Benghazi made up for that lost time, you were going to be late for that meeting, correct?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Yes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. No further questions, Your Honor. [...]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. - Truncated narrative in witness examination (constructing stories despite the witness)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Complication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. When the accident occurred, you were on your way to the medallion auction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. When and where was this auction to take place?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 9:00 a.m., City Hall.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. According to the police report, the accident occurred at 8:53 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. That means you only had seven minutes to get downtown in rush hour traffic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. You were running late, only the stakes for you were much higher, weren’t they?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. These things never start on time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Then why was the first medallion sold at 9:03 a.m.? You were scared your chance at a medallion was going up in smoke, and you ran a red.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Then you used the accident to paint me and Ray Benghazi as a couple of scapegoats.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. You can’t prove that.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. What color was the light?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. (…) He cut me off!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. (Suits; 1x05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two scenes are drawn from the same trial represented in episode 1x05 of *Suits*. In this episode, the two lawyer protagonists, Mike Ross and Harvey Specter, have a car accident when their limousine, driven by Ray Benghazi, hits a taxi, driven by Mr. Santana. The taxi driver is accused of not stopping at the red traffic light because he wanted to attend a taxi medallion auction. In Mike Ross’s testimony in Table 6, the story is reconstructed in the lawyer’s favor, because Mr. Santana, who has decided to act as his own lawyer in the lawsuit, manages to push the two lawyers to admitting that they would...
have been late for work in any case. The orientation is represented by the opening lines (1-2) describing the initial situation which, however, was changed by their delay, resulting in the complication (lines 3-4). The inferences produced by the complication (that the two lawyers would have been late because they got to work at 8.40 instead of 8.30) represent the potential result of the complication: hypothetically speaking, if the two lawyers had not had the car accident, they would have been late for work anyway because of their own delay, a fact which relieves Mr. Santana of any responsibility regarding the car accident. Mr. Santana, therefore, is able to reconstruct and narrate the facts in his own favor through the words of the witness, who acts as a narrator.

In the second excerpt (Table 7) narration does not take place in a conventional manner and Labov’s phases are not clearly distinguished. The lawyer’s questioning does open up with some elements of orientation (locating the accident, locating the characters at the moment of the accident and making their intentions explicit, lines 9-17), but at the same time elements contained in his question reveal the rationale behind his questions (The accident occurred at 8.53. That means you only had seven minutes to get downtown in rush hour traffic, lines 13-14) and therefore implicitly constitute the ‘evaluation’ in this narration. The “complication” of the action is first represented by the defendant running a red as hypothesized by the lawyer (line 19), but is only made clear to the audience in line 24, when the witness sustains that it was the limousine that “cut him off”. Therefore, the “complication” is only revealed after the “result” of the story (Santana causing the accident and using it as an excuse for being late for the medallion auction, lines 20-21), while the rationale of the narration is expressed by the various arguments sustained by the lawyer in further points during the examination.

Similar to the case commented above, Harvey Specter has been able to reconstruct his version of the facts using the witness’ words, although he does not use the witness’ narration in his favor, but operates to destruct his declarations and brings him to admit his wrong. He is thus not only narrating his own story “through” the witness, but also “despite” the witness’s initial statements.

2.4 No(n-conventional) narrative
This excerpt shows how facts can be reconstructed and “narrated” to the audience in a non-conventional communicative situation. During a mock trial (i.e. the reconstruction of a potentially real trial for educational purposes, or organized by a law firm to choose the right defense strategies), the lawyer, Louis Litt, is questioning Harvey Specter's secretary, Donna Paulsen, in order to find out if she had destroyed a document to protect Harvey, motivated by her love for him. Although Donna is clearly hostile and attempts to hide behind the right to stay silent by pleading the Fifth Amendment, Louis achieves his purpose of making her look guilty in the eyes of the jurors (and the audience). The dialogic exchange between the two is unbalanced: Donna refuses to answer four times (lines 2, 10, 12 and 16), and pauses once (line 21), attempting to shift the focus of the question instead of answering potentially inculpatory questions; on the other hand, Louis Litt is left free to formulate questions in such a way as to make her appear as being involved in the crime and even to draw personal conclusions (You’re pausing, which means you’re hiding something, lines 21-22), expressing personal thoughts (I think you’d do anything for him, and I know why, line 24; Because you love him, line 35), and to formulate full hypotheses about the events by means of rhetorical questions (Would you believe that the best legal secretary..., lines 13-15). The power bestowed on the lawyer by the communicative context and his institutional role is reflected at the discursive level and allows him to convey his version of facts despite the witness’ intention.

Bearing in mind that such a line of questioning would be interrupted by a series of objections if it were not a mock trial (for example, the counsel badgers the witness more than once), we can observe a non-conventional narration: in theory, questions asked by the lawyer are meant to receive confirmation from the witness regarding the facts and herself and would therefore all constitute the “orientation”. Moreover, the narration is not brought to an end, since after posing questions about the documents and Donna’s
professional skills, Louis shifts the topic of the conversation towards Donna’s previous love relationship and her private life. It is thus difficult to identify a complication of the initial situation described at the beginning of the examination or to clearly identify the result of someone’s actions and a finale of the narration. However, the questions asked and the missed answers are enough to frame Donna and to make both the jurors and the audience infer that she was in love with Harvey and had broken up with her ex-boyfriend for him, that she knew about the document in question, she had even put her stamp on it and that when she realized that it was a threat for Harvey, she had destroyed it. In other words, the lawyer has been able to construct and provide his version of the facts despite the witness’ intentions and without resorting to narration.

3. Narration as a popularization strategy

As said above, FASP genres are largely based on a specialized context, which permeates almost all elements of the narration. In the case of legal TV series, lawyers have to deal with complicated cases and find strategies to protect their clients and convince the jury or the judge. Law is often questioned and investigated, different strategies are listed, taken into consideration and presented to the viewers. However, most concepts and terms pertaining to law and courtroom procedures are opaque to the general audience and in some episodes can reach high levels of specialization, often embedding profession-specific expressions, crystallized metaphors, acronyms etc. (Laudisio, 2016a). It is thus necessary to combine specialized discourse and a number of linguistic devices aimed at making such specialized discourse accessible and comprehensible to laypeople. Isani (2009: 50-59), for instance, showed how witness examinations can be exploited in legal FASP novels for the explanation of legal-specific concepts by means of questions such as “Would you explain this rule to the jury?”、“What does ‘the M’Naghten Rule’ mean?”、“Could you simplify that?” and purposely-constructed answers which provide information and examples about the item of discussion. Following Isani’s trail, my own studies (2015, 2016a, 2016b) showed that the authors of legal FASP television series specifically employ linguistic strategies aimed at expressing technical contents in simpler words for the lay audience. Besides the most typical popularization strategies (among which definitions, reformulations and metaphors), the use of narration is also exploited as a means to explain legal-specific contents as illustrated by the excerpts below:
The example in Table 9 shows how a narration can be instrumental in understanding why an arrest has been carried out in an illegal manner and helps the lawyer in her client’s defense: the actions are described and placed in chronological order by the use of different past tenses (Past Simple, Past Perfect, etc.), cause-effect relations are made explicit and the whole narration is reformulated in legal-specific terms when the police action is labelled as an “illegal arrest” where officer Sutton had “no probable cause.”

The example in Table 10, on the other hand, is taken from a closing argument and compares a story drawn from the lawyer’s personal experience with the case under discussion, introducing the concept of “reasonable doubt” and triggering a reflection on how often facts can differ from how perceived at first sight. Though it differs from the
example in Table 9 in that it is not directly related to the lawsuit under discussion, it serves the same “popularizing” function as the introduction of personal narrative to help understand an unrelated issue found in fables and parables.

The narrative mode can also be instrumental in popularizing technical contents if associated with the “paradigmatic” one. As said above, in legal discourse a “complex dialogic play” (Heffer, 2005: 3) takes place between these two modes of expressing meaning: on the one hand, the tendency to abstract and decontextualize is typical of legal doctrine, written rules and regulations; on the other, specific details are required and can prove to be essential in handling courtroom cases. The following example shows how the interplay between the narrative and the paradigmatic mode can help popularize legal-specific terms and concepts and why it is constitutive of the legal drama genre:

Table 11. - Narrative-to-paradigmatic as a popularization strategy (example 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ryan Alprin: They saw the Erwin wire was down, they knew it could trip somebody.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>up, and they didn't try to repair it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>That's why it's willful and wanton conduct and subject to high punitive damages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alicia: They admitted to that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ryan Alprin: In their depositions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Alicia: And why would they admit to that?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ryan Alprin: The wire fell on the Sabbath. They couldn't do anything.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yeah, it's the perfect legal trap. They're liable because their religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>wouldn't let them act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The Good Wife 1x07)

While asking his colleague Alicia Florrick for advice, the lawyer Ryan Alprin condenses the facts into a short but effective three-clause narration (lines 1-2), to which some orientation elements are later added (line 7). In so doing, he situates the facts in time and place (The wire fell on the Sabbath), focuses on the dynamics and the sequence of the events (the defendants seeing the wire and not repairing it), on their (non-)agency (knowing it was dangerous but not removing it), and finally considers their internal consciousness, their intentions and beliefs trying to identify the rationale behind their actions (Why would they admit to that? The wire fell on the Sabbath. They couldn't do anything, lines 6-7). These actions are all typical of the narrative mode (see Table 1). However, by relating these facts to what is established by law, he operates a shift from the narrative to the paradigmatic mode: he defines the actions carried out by the defendants as “willful and wanton conduct” by giving it a definition and a category and immediately after, reveals the potential consequences envisaged by law (subject to high punitive damages, line 3). Ryan Alprin is resorting to definitions and, as such, is following the constraints imposed by logical and legal canons and considering the consequences for the wrongful actions in an abstract, objective manner. All these actions are the expression of the paradigmatic mode. The shift from narrative to paradigmatic is thus an effective strategy to implicitly explain legal concepts (paradigmatic categories) by means of contextualization, exemplification and narration.
Similarly, the example in Table 12 shows the conversation between two lawyers (Denise and Alan) and a client, Emily, where narration is central. The interaction between the three provides the audience with an example of “wrongful death action”: Denise meets Alan and introduces him to a new case which is being brought to his attention. She helps reconstruct the context, including descriptions of individuals involved, their actions, time and places of the facts, but does not specify what kind of lawsuit it is, which laws regulate it or which defense strategies can be used in courtroom. In fact, the “switch” to the paradigmatic mode is left to the other lawyer, Alan, who, being a law expert, is able to connect the facts narrated to a specific type of lawsuit (So this is a wrongful death action, line 5) and consequently to what they should do as legal professionals.

These examples show that, similar to definitions, reformulations or paraphrases, the technical term can be juxtaposed to a narration which serves the role of explaining it by providing an example. The audience is placed before a narration which does not only develop the plot and relate facts which are not depicted, but also identifies and designates them from the perspective of law and by using specific legal terminology. It is, therefore, in the passage from the narrative mode to the paradigmatic one (represented by the classification into a type of law or lawsuit, the correspondence to a technical concept or term) that specialized knowledge is transmitted. It has to be borne in mind, however, that the “quantity” and “quality” of the information intended for the audience is only what is necessary for the purposes of a fictional product basically designed to entertain.

Conclusions

The analysis of the samples drawn from the corpus has shown that narration is central to legal drama at two levels, firstly as an intrinsic element of legal FASP television drama as a whole in that each episode of the series tells a story and, secondly, as an element specific to each courtroom genre reproduced in a fictional key.

The observation of the six phases of Labov’s (1977) model has shown that although “real” trials rarely host full narration (Heffer, 2005), fictional reproductions of certain trial phases do allow for this form of narration. It has been shown, in fact, that full narrations (i.e. those where all six of Labov’s constitutive elements are identified) can be developed both as a cooperative reconstruction in the question-answer exchange between lawyer and witness, and as a short (but effective) narration given by the lawyer alone.

Similarly, full narrations can be found in closing arguments and opening statements, which often rely upon elements of narration in real trials as well. Although samples of full narration can be identified, they are usually hybridized: for instance, narration in closing arguments is permeated by persuasive elements, while in witness examinations it is influenced by the lawyer’s attempts to build a version of facts which diverges or
converges with the one proposed by the witness. In witness examinations, opening statements and closing arguments, narrations generally only represent a fragment embedded within a larger speech or dialogue; in most cases, they are a part of more complex, hybrid genres embedding summaries, evidence showing, persuasive elements and interrogations.

The instrumental function served by such genres within the institutional context in which they are used results in a more common use of “truncated” rather than full narrative: through the question/answer pattern of witness examinations, the authors of legal drama manage to tell a story through the characters’ words, presenting the audience with the elements composing the story in more steps. In all these narrations, the narrators are mixed, shifting continuously from the lawyer to the witness.

Finally, facts can be reconstructed and proposed to the listeners (the judge or jury on the diegetic level and the audience on the extradiegetic one) without resorting to traditional narration, but rather to what is left unsaid and implicit.

The analysis of the alternation between the narrative and the paradigmatic mode (Heffer, 2005) in the legal discourse reproduced in fiction has also revealed the popularizing function of narrative. The contextualization provided by a narration is juxtaposed and contrasted with the decontextualization process which places facts and events within abstract and universal categories, rules and paradigms. This contrast between the two modes triggers the association of technical terms specific to the legal profession with facts and stories which, on the contrary, are perceived as similar to the audience’s personal experience, therefore favoring familiarization with legal-specific contents.
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NOTES

1. Loosely translated as: “The general feature of telling a story which prompts the reader to want to get to the denouement. [...] The primary quality of an author is thus his/her ability to tell a story; [...] suspense is an essential element.” (My translation).

2. Loosely translated as: “As a result of what is narrated about the principal protagonist’s profession and the starting point of the story, the FASP plot is essentially ‘endogenous’, i.e. it arises from within the professional reality which created it.” (My translation).

3. Contrary to “vintage” legal drama like Perry Mason, in contemporary legal dramas there is a strong tendency to mix the lawyers’ professional and private lives (Villez, 2005) and to portray lawyers as counter-archetypal, faulted human beings. Similarly, clients too are often discovered to be guilty or morally reprehensible and judges are demystified (Isani, 2010: 186-189). It is in such multifaceted portrayals and in relation to their own lives that the audience finds an increased interest in the fictional product.

4. Bamford (2012: 28) in fact, defines recontextualization as involving “the knowledge in a source text being removed from its original context and repositioned while at the same time undergoing a change in its communicative purpose”.

5. This study is based on the assumption that FASP genres play an important role in the communication of knowledge, as with ESP teaching: Isani (2006a, 2006b) has demonstrated the utility of the applications of FASP to ESP teaching not only on the level of specialized discourse and language, but also on that of specialized content and culture.


7. As premised earlier, the excerpts drawn from legal drama are not always entirely representative of the reality of a courtroom procedure. For example, in this case, the full narration could hardly be developed, since:
   a) in line 7 the opposing party would have objected to a question calling for speculation (the witness is asked to guess instead of giving facts);
   b) in line 8 the answer is vague and therefore objectionable;
   c) in lines 11-13 counsel is testifying and posing a leading question.
This line of questioning would be subject to objections since they violate the Federal Rules of Evidence.

8. Similar to the excerpt in Table 3, the line of questioning contained in this examination contains some objectionable points which are overlooked in the episode:
   a) unless it is a cross-examination, the question in line 14-16 would be considered leading;
   b) the witness’s answer is vague;
   c) the witness is being badgered.
However, in this case, since Mr. Santana is acting as his own lawyer and is testifying, the absence of objections is justifiable.
ABSTRACTS

Studies in ESP have recently expanded from investigating specialized language in use in professional environments to encompassing their use in different contexts with other purposes, among which artistic and entertainment ones. In particular, studies on FASP (Fiction à Substrat Professionnel), i.e. fictional novels based on specific professional figures and fields, or the more recent studies in specialized TV series, offer a new perspective to analyzing how ESP intertwines with fictional narrativity.

Among the most common FASP genres, legal FASP television series represent a good example of how this multimodal fictional genre exploits ESP by embedding the principles, procedures, professionals and the related terminology of the United States courtrooms and law firms into the heart of the plot.

This paper sets out to describe the function of narration in legal drama. Drawing upon Labov’s 1977 ‘evaluation’ model, a corpus of scenes of narrations in and out of the courtroom drawn from three legal dramas (Boston Legal, Suits and The Good Wife) is analyzed, looking at narration as constitutive of the sub-genres embedded in legal drama (e.g. witness examination) and as a means of popularizing legal-specific contents.

In reference to this last point, a number of popularization strategies are identified which rely on the ‘narrative mode’, a way of expressing concepts through contextualization, further divided into actional, intersubjective and normative sub-modes, which is shown to be constitutive of legal-lay discourse. In particular, the ‘shift’ from ‘narrative’ to the ‘paradigmatic’ mode shows how narration can contribute to the popularization of legal-specific contents.

Au cours des dernières années, la recherche en anglais de spécialité a évolué de l’étude de la langue de spécialité utilisée dans l’exercice d’une profession vers la prise en compte des contextes ayant d’autres objectifs dont l’art et le divertissement. Plus particulièrement, les études dans le domaine de la fiction à substrat professionnel ou la FASP — des romans, des films et des séries mettant en fiction des professionnels et des environnements professionnels — représentent une nouvelle perspective d’analyse de la façon dont l’anglais de spécialité s’entremêle avec le récit fictionnel.

Parmi les genres les plus répandus, la FASP juridique télévisuelle représente un exemple éclairant de la façon dont ce genre fictionnel multimodal exploite l’anglais de spécialité en intégrant les principes, procédures, professionnels et terminologie des tribunaux et cabinets d’avocats américains au cœur de l’intrigue.

Cette étude se propose de décrire la fonction du récit narratif dans les séries juridiques. En s’inspirant du modèle d’« évaluation » de Labov (1977), nous analysons un corpus de récits situés à l’intérieur et l’extérieur du prétoire tirés de trois séries juridiques américaines (Boston Legal, Suits et The Good Wife) à travers la notion du récit comme un élément constitutif des sous-genres enchâssés dans le récit fictionnel (comme, p. ex., l’audition des témoins) et comme un moyen de vulgarisation des contenus spécialisés. Dans ce contexte, nous identifions un certain nombre de stratégies qui dépendent du « mode narratif », une manière d’exprimer des concepts par la contextualisation et ses sous-modes (actionnel, intersubjectif, normatif...) qui sont constitutifs du discours juridique expert-profane. En particulier, le glissement du mode « narratif » vers le mode...
« paradigmatic » démontre la façon dont le récit peut contribuer à la popularisation des contenus juridiques.
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